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We offer massages for 1 person per hour. There are no duo massages.
The treatment starts with an introduction. After the 45 minute massage the spa therapist will allow
you some time to linger in afterglow.

All our massages are p erformed with unique Thalgo massage oil
inspired by the 5 oceans

Dukes’ Palace Massage

€75

Soft relaxing full body massage with hot oil that’s perfect for
complete relaxation of both body and mind.

Hot Stone Massage €80
Massage with warm volcanic basalt stones applied to
specifiec points on the body to relax and eliminate toxins.

Revitalizing Aquatic Massage €90
Thalgo’s light massage oil infused with a powerful
microalgae. Its marine notes contribute to a moment of wellbeing.

Luxurious Arctic Massage

€90

For a complete hydrated and relaxing body due to the special
Thalgo Boreal alga massage oil: enriched with minerals and
micro algae elements.

Disclaimer
For health and safety reasons it is not possible to book massages for pregnant women and people undergoing medical
treatment. If in doubt: please consult the masseuse, the reception or your doctor.
Cancellation and modification policy: free of charge until 24h before start of the massage.

House Rules Spa Centre Hotel Dukes' Palace
These regulations are designed to ensure the safety and hygiene of the spa and to create a relaxing experience for every
guest. By accessing this Spa facility, you accept to respect the following instructions and regulations. Anyone who
compromises the safety of the staff, interferes with the tranquility or disturbs other guests will be removed immediately
from the wellness complex.

OPENING HOURS
08AM – 09PM

ACCESS
Access to the Spa and its facilities is for hotel guests only.
Guests who are affected by any infectious disease, have open wounds, rashes or show any symptoms hereof will not be
given access without a medical certificate.
No entry will be granted to guests under the influence of alcohol, drugs or any other illegal substances.
Animals are strictly prohibited in the hotel.
Children are not allowed under the age of 18, we explicitly ask the parents to respect this regulation.
Are you pregnant? It is unfortunately not possible to book a massage. We advise to be cautious when using the spa
facilities.

HYGIENE
Slippers are provided in the room and are to be worn at all times.
Keep everything clean and respect the equipment. Bins and laundry baskets are provided to maintain cleanliness of the
area.
Every guest is obligated to shower before and after use of the Sauna, Steam Room and Toilets.
Shampoo, soap and other products are only to be used in the shower (damage caused by non-compliance with this rule is
for own account).
Smoking is not allowed.
We strongly advise to wear swimming wear and to cover yourself with a towel when making use of the Spa facilities

LEISURE & REST
The use of mobile phones, laptops and cameras is strictly prohibited and are to be stored in the lockers provided.
A water dispenser is provided for refreshment, it is not allowed to bring your own food and drinks or to order room service
in the Spa.
Personal belongings can be locked away safely in the lockers provided in the changing room, free of charge. Hotel Dukes'
Palace is not liable for the loss of any goods.

SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM
A shower before the use of the Sauna or Steam room is required
Please ensure that you are thoroughly dried before you go into the Sauna cabin
The use of a large towel to sit on in the sauna is required to maintain the hygiene and protect the wooden benches

LIABILITY
Visiting the Spa is at your own risk, the management will not be held responsible for incidents, theft and damage to
property caused by third parties.
Lost and found items should be handed in to the reception immediately.
Any guest that causes damage to hotel property or property of other guests will be held legally responsible for any costs
incurred and asked to reimburse these costs.
The management has the right to deny access or request the removal of anyone who disturbs the security and serenity of
the wellness.

